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Our Brexit entry package is an
accessible, entry-level Brexit readiness
solution for small, medium and larger
business organisations that are taking
their first steps in the Brexit journey, or
would like to validate their preparations
thus far with external subject matter
experts.
The workshops consist of half-day sessions facilitated by a
team composed of Deloitte Brexit experts specific to company
needs, and are aimed at the key Brexit stakeholders within a
business. This solution is ideal for companies seeking a first and
exploratory look at how their operations will be affected.

Gained value
•• A better understanding of Brexit
•• Awareness creation across the business, including the C-Suite
•• Understanding Brexit's consequences and challenges specific
to your business
•• Deeper understanding of the practical Brexit implications in
customs, VAT, logistics and several other aspects
•• Developing concrete and achievable actions to mitigate the
impact as much as possible
Helping you prepare for Brexit!
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Easy-access Brexit
workshops
A half-day (3 hour) on-site workshop,
which includes:
••

general update on Brexit status,
negotiations / decisions taken

••

overview and explanation of impact
areas

••

mapping and discussion of companyspecific flows and how these are
affected

••

identifying and sound-proofing of Brexit
strategy and mitigating actions
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Subject matter experts for
the following topics

Brexit entry
package

From a content point of view, you can
choose between the following topics to
be treated in more detail:

Subscription to our newsletter with
(technical) updates

••

Customs/logistics

3 hour on-site workshop

••

Supply chain

••

VAT

••

Legal

••

HR

••

Corporate tax

••

R&D incentives

••

Technology

Participation of one subject matter
expert
1.500 EUR (excl. expenses and VAT)

For every other expert/topic you request, an
additional fee of 1.000 EUR will be charged

Who to contact for your Brexit
starter workshop?
Daan De Vlieger

E-mail: ddevlieger@deloitte.com

Anne-Line Servaes

E-mail: aservaes@deloitte.com
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Contact our Deloitte Private Brexit taskforce
Brexit leader
Fernand Rutten,
Partner, Global Trade Advisory,
frutten@deloitte.com
Brexit lead SMEs
Anne-Line Servaes
+ 32 9 393 75 88
Franky Hillen
+ 32 3 800 89 04

VAT
Nike De Bruyn
+ 32 3 800 88 52

HR
Flore Lesage
+ 32 9 393 74 87

R&D incentives
Dr. Corjan J.T. Visser,
+ 32 2 301 86 39

Corporate tax
Thibaut Myncke
+ 32 3 800 85 14

Legal
Britt De Ceuster
+ 32 11 89 39 07

Technology
Luc Scheiff,
+ 32 2 749 59 06

Customs and logistics
Daan De Vlieger
+ 32 2 600 68 08
Tom Verbrugge
+ 32 2 600 66 20
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